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Drama – beyond the classroom

A classroom is only walls.
Role-play, drama and theatre
can happen anywhere!

Outdoor drama
experiences
Young children play dramatically
outdoors. Their dramatic play is often
inspired by natural settings, for example,
they build tribal dens, track imaginary
creatures, pretend to survive alone in
the wild. In snow they become Eskimos,
on water they become pirates and in
gardens they become hunters or maybe
perfume makers surrounded by rose
petals. Outdoor role-play comes naturally
to children and plenty of opportunity for
role-play and drama outdoors should be
an integral part of the primary curriculum.
This should not stop when children
leave the infants. Pretend play and
drama outdoors is just as appealing and
enjoyable at Key Stage 2 as it is at EYFS
and Key Stage 1.
Outdoor drama experiences can
take place:
◗◗ in the school grounds
A willow dome becomes the villagers’
meeting place in a drama, the climbing
frames are the only safe way across a
crocodile filled swamp.

◗◗ in wild places
A ‘blasted heath’ is the perfect place to
explore Macbeth or experience a drama
about invaders and settlers.
◗◗ in parks
A storydrama based on Anthony
Brown’s Voices in the Park
(ISBN 0-385-40858-7) can happen in a
real park. A Mantle of the Expert drama
with children as park keepers or other
park stakeholders would benefit from
being set in a real park. Theatre for
children often takes place in parks, see,
for example, www.openairtheatre.org
◗◗ at field study centres
Residential centres may give
opportunities for using grounds at night
to create night dramas, for example,
dramas involving escape (maybe a slave
trade theme). The grounds don’t always
have to be used just for field study!
www.holthall.norfolkedunet.gov.uk
◗◗ at heritage and cultural sites
The grounds of country houses
and halls are a perfect setting for
creating historical dramas. Battle sites
or Roman remains or castles can inspire
outdoor re-enactments and provide
settings for outdoor theatre, for
example, National Trust outdoor
theatre www.nationaltrust.org.uk
or the recreated Globe Theatre
www.shakespeares-globe.org

◗◗ in woodland areas and forests
These are ideal settings for children
to become imaginary primitive
communities. Once they are established,
dramatic tension can be built in, for
example, a rainforest community under
threat from outsiders coming to slash
and burn. Maybe a property developer
(Teacher-in-role) arrives in the forest
or wood the children care about. Visit
www.forestschools.com for other ideas.
◗◗ on beaches
The beach is a perfect place for an
island drama. Visits could involve half
a day local study and half a day using
the beach imaginatively for drama.
Picture books about the sea or islands
can stimulate a beach storydrama, for
example, The Island by Armin Greder
ISBN 978-1-74175-266-3.

Grounds for a myth

Key Stage 1 case study –
outdoor venue: the
school grounds
Teacher, Teresa English, and her class at
Great Hockham Primary School, Norfolk
used the school grounds as the setting for
drama exploring myths. This school is part
of the D4LC school improvement initiative
– see www.d4lc.org.uk.
(The drama strategies and conventions
used are in italics.)

Searching for signs of myths
The children Working-in-role as Myth
Finders (Mantle of the Expert) explored
the school grounds searching for signs of
forgotten myths. Each of the unearthed
signs, for example, an apple tree, a grassy

mound and a tree stump, was then
represented by a myth finder who spoke
as the object (Talking Objects). The rest
of the class asked questions of the object
(Hot-seating). Then, one at a time, the
children placed themselves by the object
they thought should be explored first.

The rumours spread
The tree stump was selected and the
children began to spread rumours about it:

I think it’s Jack’s beanstalk.
It is all that is left of a big
Christmas tree.
It is a very old tree from
Tudor times.
Travelling back in time
The children agreed a spell that would
help them ‘rediscover’ mythical images
from the past connected with this place
and then, in groups, they created these
images (Still Image) and photographed
them. They were keen to use locations
around the grounds, for example, the
climbing frame became the beanstalk and
the grassy mound became the place where
the giant’s castle had stood. Some children
became the nominated directors for their
groups to help ensure the images were
clear portrayals.

ICT
Cross-subject link

Variations of the myth
The Teacher-in-role as a passing traveller
could tell from the photographs that the
story did not end with Jack slaying the giant
and living happily ever after but she said
she could not remember what actually did
happen next. The children split into two
groups and, Working-in-role, each group
devised a short performance and presented
it as a possible ending. The merits of each
myth ending were discussed and the
children chose the version they wanted.

The magic lives on
The children decided that the stump still
held magical properties and could still
transform for the better anyone who was
to stand on it. What did the children want
to become better at by standing on the
stump? The Myth Finders stood on it in
turn and became,

as strong as a bear
as fast as a cheetah
as clever as an owl
as kind as a grandma.
The myth is recorded for
future generations
The myth was then collectively written
down and became the first of many
imaginative myths the children have
created around different features in
the school grounds.

Moving Macbeth from inside to out

Key Stage 2 case study – Day 3: Filming on location
outdoor venue: Houghton On arrival at Houghton Hall, the children
toured the inspiring buildings and grounds
Hall, Norfolk
that were available for use. This gave
Year 6 teacher, Craig Isherwood, from
All Saints Primary School, Stibbard, Norfolk
worked with his children to make a film
of Macbeth. This school is also part of the
D4LC school improvement initiative – see
www.d4lc.org.uk.

Day 1: Getting to know
Macbeth (in school)
We began with an outside organisation
coming into school and working with the
class. In the two-hour session the children
were led through the story of Macbeth
and by the end they had a clear idea
of the main events of the play and the
characters involved.

Day 2: Writing the script
(in school)
The children wrote a brief outline of the
story and six key scenes were agreed.
One scene was then given to each group.
The children remembered the story well
and were keen to work together to script
their scene and rehearse it. They took their
scene scripts home to learn for the next
day. The standard of script writing was
better than usual and all children stayed
engaged throughout the day, maybe
because they were writing with a clear
purpose for an exciting outcome and they
had a deadline to work to that mattered;
if they didn’t finish their script they didn’t
get to film!

each group the opportunity to familiarise
themselves with possible film locations and
start to consider which might best suit their
scene. Once the children had selected their
film location, an adult accompanied them
so they could begin rehearsing. One group
member acted as cameraman and director,
with time allocated to each group for using
the camcorder.
The class worked creatively and were
very motivated. They learned their lines,
created and brought in props and worked
co-operatively towards a successful and
shared outcome and the quality of their
work was outstanding. The experience
of filming the Macbeth scenes in and
around an historic mansion and its grounds,
made everything more authentic, vivid
and memorable!

Follow up: Editing (in school)
As we used a digital camcorder, it was
possible to download all the clips onto
school computers. Over the following
weeks the children spent time editing
and producing finished scenes by adding
still images, transitions, text and music.
The end results were high quality and
lasting! Every child achieved personally
through the experience and had shared
ownership of what was produced.
Working outdoors on location added an
exciting and memorable dimension to the
work. It provided a stimulating

environment that fitted with the task
far better than any indoor location
would have.

HISTORY & ICT
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News Drama

National Drama
Join online at www.nationaldrama.co.uk
National Drama (ND) is the leading subject
association for UK drama and theatre
educators and welcomes primary schools
and primary teachers as members.
ND offers Primary Teacher members:
◗◗ open email access to several executive
officers who are Primary Drama specialists
◗◗ Primary Drama representation and
contribution to the Primary Curriculum
Review and to other national initiatives,
for example, the Learning outside the
classroom manifesto
◗◗ access to the National Drama website
www.nationaldrama.co.uk
◗◗ access to 100+ downloadable Primary
Drama lessons (including outdoor lessons)
via the Drama for Learning and Creativity
(D4LC) website www.d4lc.org
◗◗ access to the D4LC online forum that
networks primary teachers of drama
worldwide
◗◗ opportunity to influence the online
Drama CPD materials that ND has been
commissioned to provide by the Training
and Development Agency
◗◗ opportunity to write for DRAMA, the
journal of National Drama
◗◗ two editions a year of DRAMA, within
which there are high quality examples of
Primary Drama practice
◗◗ reduced rates for ND Conferences and
day events
◗◗ bespoke school or cluster based Primary
Drama courses and CPD by arrangement.
Contact
patrice.baldwin@nationaldrama.co.uk
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Share your own drama
and outdoor learning
practice
www.forestschools.com – offers a case
study through the Forest Schools website.

www.nationaltrust.org.uk – The National
Trust have indoor/outdoor theatre and
theatre in education events particularly
during summer months in historic
buildings. Search the website ‘Events’
section for local events.

www.d4lc.org.uk – download other
teachers’ drama lessons and offer your
own to be made freely available worldwide.

A selection of Theatre
Education companies or
venues offering outdoor
theatre experiences

www.creative-partnerships.com/projects –
The CP website has details of some
outdoor learning and drama projects,
for example, Beach Classrooms (Cornwall),
Big Red Bus (Haven Gateway), Creative
Curriculum – the story path (Cumbria).

www.shakespeares-globe.org/
globeeducation/schools – Key Stage 2
sessions for schools at The Globe Theatre
include a tour of the theatre as well as
a workshop. If you
bring your children
to a performance
at The Globe they
can experience
theatre outdoors as
groundlings.
www.openairtheatre.org – Regents Park
Theatre is the oldest professional outdoor
theatre in Britain and has been presenting
Shakespeare plays outdoors for over
75 years. Each year 10,000 school children
enjoy a production here.

Definitions
Environmental theatre (sometimes called site-specific theatre), is a theatrical
performance within a more authentic setting than an indoors, traditional drama
or theatre space.

National Drama
West Barn
Church Farm
Happisburgh
Norwich
Norfolk
NR12 0QY
tel: 07909 886084
www.nationaldrama.co.uk

Promenade theatre, has little or no audience seating. The audience watch the action
amongst the performers and usually follow them around from place to place (often
outdoors). Sometimes promenade theatre happens along streets or in buildings.
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